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L.

FOR ESTABLISHING PQSITIONS ON

3,operating
As a result of our continuing review of the Indian Point
license application,*the.L:RS Electrical, Instrumentation and.-Control:
.Systems Branch has. identified several items that-can' not be resolved
by additional questions or discussion with the applicants The project

.

manager, H. Specter,.; L:PWfR-l, has requested early.,identification of.
problem areas in order-to allow as much timeas possb Ie for resolution.

-

Enclosed are.our.recommendations for establishing a licensing position
-,on each unresolved'item that-has been identified to date. Included are
-. brief description of the-design, a statement of" the problem, and the
bases for each redommended positin.- Those items identified with aste
risks may be-resolved by the'responses-to tbe second set of questions.
-sent to the applicant on November6,- 1972. lowever' based on informa
_
tion obtained during an electrical drawing'.review meeting on November 10,
1972, design changes initiated by the applicant are not expected.- All
items discussedin the enclosure were discussed •with the applicant during
that meeting.
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ddesigsn of the circuitry used- to change from. t

phase
-einjection

to-the recrculaioi phabe is.inaceeptable° because itdoes not
confom to :thi requirement, i.e., any one Of several switches,
could prevent automate initiation
ed, .!ii

if. not properly
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sft
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3, aety' XI ectinBps
the. safety -njection system is designed - to pett
bypasing the.
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:.of -the single failure- riteion.
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c Positon: . At is required that theeircuitry used to
"-.
lowpresse.ressure/low pressurizer l eve safety
S'bypass.the
IEB Std 279-1968..
rdae, with IMn
be designed
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e.swtch comwon to both redundant initiation
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Diconnec-ion ofIsruyw it Bs 33
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InstrumentBu 33 is one, Of'-four vitail'instrument. buses-and its
power is; disconi~cted as part of the 'load %sheddingAscheme flow

ing
an acident. We consider this arrangement' to "66 a violation
Std 279-1968 which requires that the
Sof Section4.20 ofi IU
Aesign shall minime the development.of -conditinswhich woul-.

etc.
cause meters, auwutitors, recorders, ars
omous indications cnsing t the operator."
Recommended Position,-

It

"togive

.. required. that the protectIon -system.

EE Std 219-4960. The diSconmec
'be d signed in accordanceivi h
we to Instrument Bus 33, in the eviet of,, an..accident is
"i-n of
unacceptable because that feature does not-- onform-wth: the re
quirements of Section 4.20-of IEEE -Std279-968.
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UNIT 3

POIN

Circuits.

-The applicant's response to Question 8.2 describes the automatic
transfer circuits. that are provided for the diesel generator con
.trOl circuits andl the 480 volt switchgearbreaker control circuits.
the automatic-transfer circuits have_
.The applicant states .that
-been provided "in order. to provide a reliable -480 volx safeguards
system" and tht the transfer s~heme meets the intent of SafetyGuide 6. Vehave concluded that the-need for automatic transfer
results from. the' incompatibility between the number of a-c power-.
sorCes .(three diesel generatorS) and 'de' number of.d-c power
also concluded.that the
Jhe
sources -(two 125 volt, batteie)
that -the automatic
6
and
Guide
to
Safety
;not
-conform
does
design
transfer cruitcs c;mpromlse the iependence between redundant
safety systems. The. foiowing position is. qmilar to that taken
on other- recent- operating licensing-cases.
Recommended Position:, It is. required that the. d-c power system
used to control the'diel.generators and-the 480 volt switchgear
be designed without ,use.,of automatic circuit transfers between re

-

.dundan .power sources.
.
W.
Ijection 'Phase t
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Recirculation Phase

-Pages 6+.2-11 through:64-2-15 of the..FSAR containk a-description of
-the
injection phase to the
the
procedure
'6
Our:
a, loss
-e
-dft:acdet
Aweif~crng from.. -relr
ion used to chauge

- -

has disclosed that' -in the event -of an-acident, the con- ,
'
review
sequences of .a single mispositioned switch are unacceptable. For
example,, if either "Switch Sixt 'or "Switch 'Eight's. :closed. aU'
three .high pressure safet injection pumps are disabled, either
-because their circuit breakers will not remain closed,.or because
their conmon suction line is isolated.' Weconsider this arrange
-ment to -be in violation Of•.the-single failure criterion'. In
appears to violate the -applicant's criteria.
addition, the:d'si
:
of these switches negates a design feature•
in that operati
injecton
a
safety
,term
ting
intended to prevent the operator
" signal untM l after the- auto-start sequence" is completed,.
'

eded Positton:. It s requed that 'automatic. Initiation
Reco
-of theoperation of engineered safety feature systems be design
ed in accordance with the single-failure criterion. --The prjesent
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disclosed during the;schematic drawing review:

C-.

If either pump 31

ge valves for xp 32 are
or pump 33fi
to strt,
the dis
repositioned,, The applicant stated thAt it is not known whether: •
-or,not the system performance is adequate if.-thevalves are not
repoSitoned -correctly
We -consider.this .to be a violation of the.
£~tailure eritetion* . .-"
.
-

safety-,
_ec~o~mnded Position-: It is reqired that eineered
feature -systems-be.,designed in accaordance with the single failure
"riteron. The adequacy of the single' failure crIterion is based,
-in
p~rt on the assumption that neither operation nor falure of
.*onecomponent
i
interfere with proper operation of its redundant counterpart., Therefore, it Is" reqidred that either:
1. .A
analysis be rperfb ed to demonstrate thatoperation
*:

.....

of any :two. high head safety injection pumps is adequate

,

Without any changes in system operation that are based on
whether or not the.third- pump is operating or - failed; or

...

2., Those portions of theprotection system and safety in
jection system that .reused to detect failure. of one
-

remaining;.
of- the single,
operation
pump
and subsequently
.t
o pumps
be deisigne change
.n acordane
withthe

.

failure criterion.,
6.

""

Safety Feature,Systo
byass
requires
circuits
actuaton

Bypass of Redundant Ewngiere
The testing scheme for the ES

.ing the automatic initiation function.
As. described, in the.
response .to" Ques.ion -7.10 ,. there are no -positive means, such as
In
-a interlock, to prevent bypasing both redundant circuits.
addition, the' bypass Indication does no: identify which of- the
is bypassed nor can the operator distinguish between
two circits
.

bypass -of one and bypass of both citcuits. We have concluded that.--;
'this., arrangement" is not in accordancei wvith Safety Guide 22 -and
.
violates."Section 4.13 of IEEE Std 279-1968.

:Recommended Position:

It is required that the protection system be

designed such that, , either:
1.

Positve mansare provtded to prevent concurrent•
bypasses 0f"redundant safety equipment and each,
bypass is uniquely indicated "on the main. control

board; or
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2. Indi.ation i'

povided oil, the,

tol.in: b

to uniqly identify the portion of. th

syst

that

i: bypassed .and to alert the operator to the need,
for iimdiate corrective action it
are-bypassed* oncurently. .
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ofjFuel Oil Tranqfer Piih

All three diesel f eli

transfer
f e pums areonnected 'to non-safet-y

buses and are dismnected from.-their, electric power supplies.in
the event of an. accident or lossof ofsete power.. 1We consider this

a violation, of'"Section;5.2.2 (5) of IEEE Std 308-1971 which requires
that,auxiliary'devices be supplied -from a; Class IE -bus that is
lated to the Class IE buses of the depndent equipment.

.

re- ,

:Recommended Position. It is required
"
thatal
equpment, neezssary
for operation off the-diesel generators be' supplied from Class: IE
- bes related to the .oad1groups served by .the desel "generators.

Te design of,the'contr6l system. for the fuel oil .transfer system
. is describedin the applicant'sresponse to Questlon: 8.4.,- We
..:have reviewed the design and concluded that the automatic- control
. system does not #eet the. single .failure criterion.i We also 'find
-naceptable tbe proposed procedure which requires the use of
"Jue-s .to--bypss failed components in the automatic: circ4it.
.We
agree with the applicant that aitomatic, control is not requii
.d-because of.-the-:'time available for manual controln of the uel

oil. transfer system. "
ecom

,

Positin:

-.
It is required..that the fuel oil transfer

system be*,desiged' such that either the auteciatie or the manual,
IEEE Std 279-.968.
.o
If you.
control mode, meets the reqiements
choose the latter, it is required that permanently installed-.
equipmnt be provided to, change operation. of the 'system from- auto-.
mastic to manual control. The-use of
%m'pers,'as.described on
FSAR page Q8 4-2 is unacceptable.
ge80
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nterlocks for_.Isoltion Valves .Between Low Pressure and Hi"h
The design. features used to prevent low pressure-piping ,frmbeing
subjected to high pressure fluids are described. In the-.response to
Question 7.16.'. We have -caicluded that these feat4ures .do not con,
form to the erltteia set.forth in a note to E. G. ase from ,D.F.
Knuth dated April 13, 1972. These criteria have been used on all
recentlyrlicensed plants.
Recoumended Position
It .U_-. required that., for high pressure to low
pressure. system interfaces, at least two, valves in -series be. provided
to isolate the low pressure system. For systems where both valves
are.motor operated, the valves shall
independent
"hav and .diverse .
interlocks to prevent the valves frombeig accdently opened =nless
rsystem pressure is below the"pressure rating. of the o ..
p
' --:the
pressure system. The valves shall-also receive a signal to close

.

automatically uhenever the' primary system pressure.exceeds the,
pressure' rating .of the low pressure system-.
"

**This item ma y be resolved. by the response to question 7 .,21. .
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